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Smooth tracking and efficient reaching for moving objects require the ability to predict the
velocity and trajectory of the object. This skill is important to be able to perceive human action
and object motion in the world. This thesis explores early visual motor development in full term
and preterm infants.
Study I showed that horizontal eye tracking develops ahead of vertical (full term infants at 5,
7 and 9 months of age). The vertical component is also more affected when a second dimension
is added during circular pursuit. It is concluded that different mechanisms appear to underlie
vertical and horizontal eye movements
Study II-IV compared the development of the ability to visually track and reach for moving
objects in very preterm infants born <32 gestational weeks to healthy infants born at term. The
development of horizontal smooth pursuit at 2 and 4 months of corrected age was delayed for
the preterm group (Study II). Some infants were catching up whereas others were not improving
at all. A question raised by the results was whether the delay was caused by specific injuries
as a result of the prematurity. However, the delays persisted when all infants with known
neonatal complications and infants born small for gestational age were excluded (Study III),
indicating that they were caused by prematurity per se. At 8 months corrected age preterm and
full term infants were equally good at aiming reaches and successfully catching a moving object.
Nevertheless, the preterm group used a bimanual strategy more often and had a more jerky
and circuitous path than the full term group (Study IV). In summary, preterm infants showed a
delayed visual motor development compared to infants born at term.
The results of these studies suggest that there is additional diffuse damage to the visual motor
system that is not related to neonatal complications as diagnosed today. Measuring smooth
pursuit could potentially be a new method for early non-invasive diagnosis of impaired visual
function.
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Abbreviations

BPD
BW
CA
ELBW
EOG
EPT
FT
GA
GainSP
GW
IVH
LBW
LGN
LOVIS
MT/MST
MU
NEC
NME
PPV
PropSP
PT
PU
PVL

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia, abnormal
development of lung tissue
Birth weight
Corrected age
Extremely low birth weight, <1000 g
Electro oculograph, measures eye movements
Extremely preterm, born < 28 GW
Full term
Gestational age, the age of a fetus or newborn
infant, calculated from the mother’s last period
Ratio between eye movement velocity and
object velocity.
Gestational weeks, GA counted in weeks
Intraventricular hemorrhage, a bleeding in the
brain’s ventricular system
Low birth weight, 1000- 2499 g
Lateral geniculate nucleus
Longitudinal research project of pre- and
perinatal brain injuries to the visual system
Motion sensitive areas in the junction between
occipital, parietal and temporal areas
Movement units
Necrotizing enterocolitis, gastrointestinal
disease that includes infection or inflammation
of the bowel
Neuromotor examinations
Point of peak velocity
Proportion of SP, the proportion of the total eye
movement that consists of SP
Preterm, born < 36 GW
Pulvinar area
Periventricular leukomalacia, brain lesions
characterized by death of white matter near the
cerebral ventricles due to damage and softening
of the brain tissue

ROP
SC
SGA
SP/SPEM
V1
VPT

Retinopathy of prematurity, abnormal growth
of blood vessels in the retina
Superior colliculus
Small for gestational age
Smooth pursuit eye movements
Primary visual cortex
Very preterm, born < 32GW

Introduction

The general purpose of this thesis was to study the early sensory motor
development of full term and preterm infants. Two specific abilities were
targeted: visually tracking moving objects and reaching for them. Both these
skills have deep phylogenetic roots and the ability to perceive moving
objects and people in action are of fundamental importance for the
development of the child. Infants are from birth prepared for and equipped
with abilities to make sense of their dynamic environment and to act on it.
This entails foreseeing events and timing actions with them.
Vision is the most important sense for extracting information about
motion. The perception of directed visual motion begins to function during
the second month of life. An important indication of this is the ability to
stabilize gaze on a moving object by smooth pursuit. As motion perception
improves so does smooth pursuit and at 4 months of age smooth pursuit is
already adult-like. The function of smooth pursuit is to stabilize gaze on
moving objects. This is only possible if the eyes predict the upcoming
motion of the object. Otherwise they will lag the motion. The same
predictive ability characterizes infants reaching for moving objects. As soon
as they are able to perceive moving objects, they begin to reach for them and
catch them by aiming the reaches prospectively ahead of the object towards
the meeting point with them. Thus, both visual tracking and reaching for
moving objects are endowed with important cognitive skills that enable the
infant to interact with the dynamic events that surround them.
These early developing sophisticated skills are founded on sets of innate
predispositions that might be vulnerable to early brain injuries. This may
forever change the epigenetic trajectory of these and associated perceptual,
sensory motor, and cognitive abilities. Prematurity constitutes such a
condition. Therefore it is of utmost importance to investigate those faculties
in premature infants in order to correctly describe any deviations from
typical development and to determine the consequences of them.
A LOngitudinal research project was initiated. The project aimed to study
pre- and perinatal brain injuries to the VISual system (the LOVIS project). It
is a collaboration between the Departments of Women’s and Children’s
Health, Neuroscience, Ophthalmology, and Psychology at Uppsala
University. The purpose was to closely follow all very premature infants
born < 32 weeks in Uppsala County. Approximately 25 infants per year
during a 4-year period were recruited at the Neonatal Unit. The infants
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visited the Department of Psychology at 2 and 4 months corrected age for
measurements of gaze tracking and at 8 months corrected age for the ability
to catch moving objects. In addition, clinical follow ups are described in
Study II. The overall purpose of the project was to compare data for visual
and motor abilities with the clinical outcome and behavior data later in
childhood. In the literature, no such extensive data has been described for a
preterm group.
In the present thesis, visual tracking and reaching are studied in typically
developing very preterm infants and compared to full term infants.
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Sensory motor development

We are born into a dynamic world of continuous motion, both as we move
ourselves and as objects and people move around us. From birth, infants are
prepared and equipped with abilities to make sense of and act on this
environment not only in a reactive fashion but also in an active fashion.

Visual tracking
At birth the visual system is for the first time subject to patterned stimuli.
The acuity of the newborn vision is rather poor, but it improves rather
rapidly during the first year and continues to develop and gradually levels
out at 3-5 years of age. Low visual acuity means that the infants are not able
to distinguish fine spatial details but it does not obstruct important perceptual
abilities for example recognizing features of a face such as eyes, mouth, and
hair line (Atkinson, 2000).
In order to track moving objects the visual system combines head
movements and eye movements. There are two types of eye movements
involved, smooth pursuit (SP) and saccades. Saccades are employed to bring
objects to the fovea for maximum resolution and to reorient the eyes to
observe new parts of the surroundings. SP is used to fixate moving objects
(Leigh & Zee, 1999). To evaluate the development of tracking, two
measures often applied are gain and timing. Gain is the ratio between
amplitude of gaze or SP and the object motion. If the eyes track the moving
object perfectly, gain is 1. Timing addresses the issue of whether infants are
able to predict the object motion or not. To successfully track an object one
has to predict the motion in order to not lag behind. Neonates primarily use
saccades to track moving objects. The ability to track smoothly is initially
very limited and dependent on the stimuli presented to the infant. Large
targets moving with slow velocity can be smoothly followed by neonates
(Dayton & Jones, 1964) approximately 15% of the exposure time
(Kremenitzer, Vaughan, Kurtzberg, & Dowling, 1979). The gain of gaze is,
however, very small and the timing is poor. Researchers using a more
narrow target did not find any smooth pursuit for neonates (Aslin, 1981;
Bloch & Carchon, 1992).
The development of smooth pursuit improves from around 6 weeks. Von
Hofsten and Rosander (1997) separated SP from saccades and studied the
13

development longitudinally at 2, 3 and 5 months of age. The objects were
moving on either a large (20°) or small (10°) horizontal trajectory in a
sinusoidal or a triangular mode. It was shown that smooth pursuit gain
increases rapidly, particularly between 2 and 3 months of age. At these early
ages the timing was good for sinusoidally moving targets but lagging for the
triangular ones because the abrupt reversal of the motion at the endpoints of
the trajectory is not predictable locally, that is, the motion has to be viewed
over at least two reversals before the periodicity rule is discovered. At 5
months the SP reaches adult performance but the lag of the triangular motion
is still there.

Horizontal versus vertical tracking
The above-mentioned studies have only looked at stimuli moving
horizontally in front of the infant. However, when observing moving objects
in the real world they can move in any direction. To be able to track this, the
eye must be able to stabilize gaze and track smoothly in the vertical
dimension as well. A motion can be either purely vertical, i.e. moving up or
down or two dimensional, i.e. moving in any other direction where the eye
movement can be divided into horizontal and vertical components. Collewijn
& Tamminga (1984) studied smooth pursuit in adults and found that
horizontal pursuit is somewhat smoother than vertical when tracking an
object moving either on a pure horizontal or vertical path as well as when
tracking on a circular trajectory. This result was supported by Rottach et al.,
(1996) who also found larger eye accelerations for the vertical component.
They interpreted the results as support of the notion that separate
mechanisms control horizontal and vertical pursuit. The advantage of
horizontal smooth pursuit has been replicated further in human adults
(Baloh, Yee, Honrubia, & Jacobson, 1988) as well as in monkeys (Kettner,
Leung, & Peterson, 1996; Leung & Kettner, 1997).
This raises interesting questions about the development of horizontal and
vertical tracking. Richards & Holley (1999) found that horizontal tracking
was more mature than vertical for infants tracking a rectangular object
(2°horizontal*6°vertical). The possible interpretations of this are however
somewhat incomplete since the asymmetry of the object could have an
impact on the results. The greater extension in the vertical dimension results
in more horizontal motion and this in itself could favor horizontal tracking,
Gredebäck, von Hofsten & Boudreau (2002) found that, when tracking an
object moving on a circular path, 9-month-old infants display lower gain in
the vertical component compared to the adult-like horizontal component. To
investigate this relationship more closely a longitudinal study of circular
pursuit was conducted. Infants were studied at 6, 8, 10 and 12 months of age.
In contrast to earlier studies on one-dimensional horizontal tracking, reliable
predictive vertical gaze tracking was not found before 8 months of age. The
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vertical component seemed more vulnerable to the added complexity
resulting from the two-dimensional motion (Gredeback, von Hofsten,
Karlsson, & Aus, 2005).
It is still unclear how the connection between horizontal and vertical
tracking develops and how the components influence each other in 2D
tracking. Study I in this thesis attempts to clarify the development of this
horizontal-vertical asymmetry and to evaluate if there is a dependent
relationship between the components.

Neural substrates for motion perception
Visual information from the retina is transmitted to the brain through several
pathways (Figure 1). The middle temporal visual area (MT) and the medial
superior temporal visual area (MST) are specialized to process motion
information. In adults the motion information is parallel processed through
two main pathways, the primary pathway and the subcortical stream. The
primary pathway projects information through the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) to the primary visual cortex (V1) in the occipital lobe and further to
the MT/MST area. The subcortical stream projects to the MT/MST area via
the superior colliculus (SC) and pulvinar area (PU) of the thalamus.

Figure 1. Visual pathways for motion processing in the brain. The primary pathway
projects though the LGN (lateral geniculate nucleus) to V1 (primary visual cortex),
and further to the MT/MST area. The subcortical stream projects to MT/MST
(medial superior temporal/middle temporal) via SC (superior colliculus) and PU
(pulvinar). The DORSAL pathway processes motion stimuli, and VENTRAL pathway static stimuli.

In infants the subcortical stream, bypassing V1, has been suggested to
function early in life (Atkinson, 2000; Atkinson, et al., 2008; Dubowitz,
Mushin, De Vries, & Arden, 1986). Rosander, Nyström, Gredebäck & von
Hofsten (2007) reported that event-related potentials in the parietal and the
temporal occipital areas corresponding to the MT/MST area are already
present at 2 months of age. The response increases with age and is massive
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at 5 months, which corresponds well to the development of SP and is
interpreted as maturation of the MT/MST structure. Huttenlocher, de
Courten, Garey & Van der Loos (1982) found that synaptic growth in V1
rapidly increases between 2 and 4 months of age, reaching its peak at 8
months.
The visual information is further processed along two visual streams, the
dorsal and the ventral stream. The ventral stream (“what”) processes
information that is relevant for identification, such as color, size and shape.
The dorsal stream (“where”) processes motion information, spatial relations
and directing actions (Atkinson, 2000). Consequently, the dorsal stream
processes information to mediate visually guided actions whether it is an eye
movement or a reaching movement.

Reaching
It has been suggested that humans already have anticipatory behavior as
fetuses. Myowa-Yamakoshi & Takeshita (2006) demonstrated by 4D
ultrasound that fetuses tend to direct arm movements toward their mouth.
Additionally, they open their mouth prior to contact. It is dark in the uterus
which eliminates the possibility of visual motor connections. Instead it is an
action based on proprioception. This type of action could be seen as a way of
calibrating the system and controlling the limbs. The same kind of hand-tomouth coordination has been demonstrated in newborns (Butterworth &
Hopkins, 1988; Rochat, Blass, & Hoffmeyer, 1988).
Infants can already direct arm movements intentionally during their first
weeks of life (van der Meer, 1997; van der Meer, van der Weel, & Lee,
1995; von Hofsten, 1982). Van der Meer et al. (1995) demonstrated that
infants purposely move their hands in order to keep the hand in field of view,
even counteracting external forces. Infants were positioned on their back
with the head turned to the side and the hands pulled towards their toes with
small weights. The infants resisted the pull and moved the arm visible to
them, either it was the arm they were facing or the opposite arm seen on a
video monitor. In another experiment, van der Meer (1997) measured
spontaneous arm movements as a narrow beam of light was presented in
front of the infant. The infants monitored the position, velocity and
deceleration in order to keep the hand visible in the beam of light in the
otherwise dark room. It has been suggested that these kinds of abilities offer
activity-dependent input to specific sensor motor systems and that the infants
thereby discover the relationships between vision, commands and
movements (von Hofsten, 2004).
Von Hofsten (1982) demonstrated that newborn infants aimed
prereaching attempts better at a slowly moving object when they were
visually fixating it. So it seems that infants are already capable of primitive
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eye-hand coordination from birth and that they are prepared to perceptually
regulate actions. This is however by no means a fully developed system.
Earlier work on infants’ ability to catch moving objects have shown that
infants reach successfully for moving objects at the very age they begin
mastering reaching for stationary ones; at eighteen weeks of age infants were
found to catch an object moving at 30 cm/s (von Hofsten & Lindhagen,
1979). By 8 months the skill had developed and infants catch an object
moving at 120 cm/s (von Hofsten 1983). The reaches were aimed towards
the meeting point with the object and not towards the current object position.
Even though infants start to reach for moving and stationary objects
around the same age these two tasks differ quite a lot. Reaching for moving
objects is more demanding from a planning point of view. Not only do you
need to keep track of your own limbs and movements, you also need to gear
them according to the moving object you are to catch. For this you need to
predict the upcoming course and speed of the object to be able to intercept
the path.
Van der Meer, van der Weel, & Lee (1994) studied the ability to predict a
future trajectory of a moving object by occluding the last part of the
approach. They found that at 11 months of age, infants use visual
information to turn the gaze to the exit of the occluder and to start to move
the hand there before the object had disappeared behind the occluder. The
duration of the hand movement was related to the reappearance of the toy. In
a second experiment, van der Meer et al. (1994) longitudinally studied the
development of two infants in the same task. They found that gaze already
anticipated the reappearance of the toy at 20 weeks, and at around 32 weeks
the hands start to make the same anticipatory movement. Looking more
closely at the timing source of the hand, it seems that at 20-28 weeks timing
is governed by the distance of the toy from the reappearance point. From 32
weeks it starts to transition into a strategy that is based on the time of
reappearance which is a more efficient strategy. At 40-48 weeks of age this
strategy becomes more robust and is successful also at higher speeds.

Bimanual reaching
Several studies have shown that the use of one or two hands during reaching
fluctuates during the first year of life (Corbetta & Thelen, 1996; Fagard,
2000; Fagard, Spelke, & von Hofsten, 2009; Goldfield & Michel, 1986;
Ramsay, 1985; Rochat, 1992). At the onset of reaching, infants typically use
two hands irrespective of object properties (Fagard, 2000; von Hofsten,
1991) and symmetrical arm extensions (White, Castle, & Held, 1964). The
infants then shift to a unimanual strategy around 5-6 months of age (Fagard,
2000; van Hof, van der Kamp, Caljouw, & Savelsbergh, 2005) which is
predominant at 8 months (Goldfield & Michel, 1986). This shift has been
considered to be a reflection of hemispheric specialization (Ramsay, 1985)
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or as result of other developing skills such as crawling and self-sitting.
Toward the end of the first year, as infants are beginning to walk
independently, they return to bimanual reaching but it is no longer as
symmetrical as during the early onset (Corbetta & Bojczyk, 2002; Corbetta
& Thelen, 1996; Fagard & Peze, 1997).
Adults adjust their reaches according to the goal of the reach and to the
properties of the object to be grasped. For more complex reaches, such as
catching fly ball, adults turn to two-handed catches. They also adjust
according to the object size, using two hands for larger objects (Newell,
Scully, Tenenbaum, & Hardiman, 1989). It has also been shown that infants
use bimanual reaching strategies more often when precision demands are
increased even though the situation did not require them to do so (Fagard &
Lockman, 2005). Infants start to adjust for object size using two hands for
larger objects at 7-8 months of age (Fagard, 2000). Rochat (1992) found that
self-sitting infants used asymmetrical and one-handed reaches whereas nonself-sitting infants used more bimanual and symmetrical reaches. Employing
a bimanual approach can be a compensatory strategy as reaching out for an
object with one hand can cause imbalance as the point of gravity shifts.
Consequently, a bimanual reach can be stabilizing both if it is a symmetrical
or an asymmetrical reach.
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Sensory motor development in preterm born
infants

The incidence of preterm births has increased globally over the past decades.
Due to advancements in obstetric and neonatal care the survival rates are
also going up. In Sweden infants born before 27 gestational weeks (GW)
have a survival rate of up to 70-80% (Fellman, et al., 2009). These infants
are at greater risk of developing major handicaps such as cerebral palsy,
blindness, and hearing loss compared to full term infants (Platt, et al., 2007;
Saigal & Doyle, 2008). Though the prevalence of these handicaps did not
increase along with the survival rates, the frequency of other disabilities of
for example the perceptual-motor and cognitive systems still raise concerns.
It has been reported that 15-45 % of the very preterm (VPT) infants have
some sort of milder disability (Hack, et al., 2002; Roberts, Anderson, De
Luca, & Doyle, 2009; Saigal & Doyle, 2008; Stjernqvist & Svenningsen,
1999). The diversity in the occurrence of these disabilities seems to reflect
different populations, assessment methods and the age of the children at
examination in the studies.
In this thesis the function of the visual motor system is examined. To
understand the functions it is also necessary to have a comprehension of
known neurological impairments that could affect them and hence be a
potential explanation of the results. Periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) is
one of the most common brain injuries in preterm (PT) infants. Lack of
blood flow to the periventricular area causes softening and death of the
tissue (Volpe, 2001). These lesions are mostly located in the posterior
periventricular regions of the white matter, regions that connect the thalamus
to the visual cortex i.e. the magnocellular and dorsal pathways. These areas
are important for movement perception processing and motor regulation.
PVL can be focal as well as more diffuse. Focal PVL can be diagnosed by
cranial ultrasound, however but this is quite an uncommon finding. Diffuse
PVL, which is related to cognitive/behavioral deficits, is diagnosed by MRI.
This type of diffuse PVL seems to be extremely common in very small
premature infants (Counsell, et al., 2003; Inder, Anderson, Spencer, Wells,
& Volpe, 2003; Maalouf, et al., 2001).
Moreover, infants born prematurely are subject to several other potential
neonatal complications that increase the risk for later neurological and motor
sequelae such as bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), which is abnormal
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development of lung tissue (Majnemer, et al., 2000), intraventricular
hemorrhage (IVH), a bleeding in the brain’s ventricular system
(Krishnamoorthy, et al., 1990), and necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), a
gastrointestinal disease that includes infection or inflammation of the bowel
which has a significant likelihood of major neurologic morbidity. A
substantial portion of infants with NEC were noted to have significant
psychomotor delay, along with an abnormal neurologic examination (Salhab,
Perlman, Silver, & Sue Broyles, 2004).

Vision
PT infants have an increased rate of ophthalmological morbidity. When
infants are born preterm the retina is not always fully vascularized,
sometimes this results in abnormal growth of blood vessels, a disorder called
retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). The severity of the disorder is classified
in five stages, where stage 1 and 2 are considered to be rather mild whereas
stages 4 and 5 include partial or total retinal detachment. In a Swedish study
of 260 infants with birth weight < 1500 g, ROP was diagnosed in 40% of the
infants, of whom 20% had stage 3 or more (Holmstrom, el Azazi, Jacobson,
& Lennerstrand, 1993). The prevalence and severity of ROP incidence was
strongly associated with gestational age. In a follow-up study it was found
that visual acuity was related to gestational age as well, but not to birth
weight. Additionally, infants with ROP displayed more acuity problems than
infants without (Holmstrom, el Azazi, & Kugelberg, 1999).
It has been suggested that since PT infants are exposed to visual stimuli
earlier compared to infants born at term, earlier development of visual function would take place. Ricci, Cesarini, et al., (2008) report more mature visual behavior at 35 and 40 weeks of postmenstrual age for infants born <
32GW compared to infants born 38-42 GW. This was shown in ocular motility, ocular movements with target, vertical tracking, and arc tracking assessed by two medical doctors trained on a neonatal visual assessment battery. Hunnius Geuze, Zweens, & Bos (2008), also found a favorable effect of
visual experience as a group of very preterm (VPT) infants performed better
than full term (FT) in a gaze shifting task.
On the other hand, Atkinson & Braddick (2007) report on a number of
studies investigating the visual and visuo-cognitive development of preterm
born children showing specific delays in a number of systems. The studies
show that three areas in particular are affected: selective attention, spatial
function and executive control, all of which have links to the dorsal visual
system. One of the studies reported (study 2, ibid.) showed a developmental
delay of the motion system by examining the visual event related potential
(VERP) caused by direction reversal of a stimuli. Atkinson at al., (ibid.)
proposed that the delay is caused by injuries to the white matter.
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Studies of horizontal pursuit tracking in preterm born children at 5.5 years
of age display lower gain and poorer timing than a control group (Langaas,
Mon-Williams, Wann, Pascal, & Thompson, 1998). Langaas et al. suggest
that horizontal eye movements can be a way to tap more general motor
deficits in preterm children with no overt neurological damage.
Study II and III of this thesis aims at getting a further understanding of
the impact of premature birth on the development of the visual motor
system. This is evaluated in terms of gaze tracking and smooth pursuit. To
our knowledge, there are no previous studies made on the development of SP
in PT infants at this early age.

Reaching
Preterm born infants have shown deviant motor skills compared to their full
term peers in a number of areas, such as postural control (van der Fits,
Flikweert, Stremmelaar, Martijn, & Hadders-Algra, 1999; van der Heide, et
al., 2004), kicking movements (Fetters, Chen, Jonsdottir, & Tronick, 2004)
and eye-hand coordination (Goyen, et al., 2006).
Reaching studies on PT infants have shown that they employ different
kinematic properties than infants born at term when reaching for stationary
as well as moving objects. Todelo and Tudella (2008) found that a group of
low-risk PT infants reaching for stationary objects displayed lower average
and final velocities, they also made more adjustments during the reach
compared to FT infants. This strategy seemed to be functional for this group
of PT infants since successful reaching was negatively correlated with
velocity for the PT group. Fallang, Saugstad, Grogaard & Hadders-Algra
(2003) measured reaching quality in PT infants as a joint measure of peak
velocity and number of adjustments (movement units). They compared lowrisk PT, high-risk PT, and FT infants at 4 and 6 months of corrected age
(CA). At 4 months the group of low-risk PT actually performed a more
optimal reaching behavior than the high-risk group and the FT. At 6 months
the advantage compared to the FT group was gone and the low-risk preterms
performed equally well, but the high-risk PT performed worse than the other
groups. A follow-up study at 6 years of age showed that PT infants who did
not reach at all at 4 months were at higher risk to develop minor neurological
dysfunction, whereas FT infants that did not reach at 4 months were not at
risk (Fallang, Oien, Hellem, Saugstad, & Hadders-Algra, 2005).
Few studies have been done on PT infants reaching for moving objects.
As described earlier, moving objects require another type of skill since the
infants need to perceive the current movement and anticipate the upcoming
path and velocities. Van der Meer, van der Weel, Lee, Laing, & Lin (1995)
studied prospective control of gaze and reaching in a group of ten PT infants
at risk of brain damage. The infants were studied longitudinally between 20
21

and 48 weeks CA while reaching for objects where the last part of the
approach was occluded. The object moved with 4 different speeds per age
group, increasing the speed gradually as the infants got older. Several
strategies can be used to time the reaches, based on the toy’s velocity,
distance to catch or time-to-contact. FT infants use velocity and distance
strategies at younger ages and shift to a more efficient time-strategy at
around 11 months of age (van der Meer, et al., 1994; van der Meer, van der
Weel, Lee, et al., 1995). All infants were able to anticipate the reappearance
of the moving object with gaze. The PT infants however had significantly
delayed onset of prospective control of the reach. Whereas the two control
(FT) infants started to shift to the time-strategy at 32 weeks, only one PT
infant made the shift at the same time and two of the PT infants had not
made the shift at the end of the study, i.e. at 48 weeks (van der Meer, et al.,
1995). Kayed and van der Meer (2009) studied five PT infants and ten FT
infants to investigate the strategy shift more closely. They showed a delayed
onset of reaching in the PT infants. Nevertheless, the timing shift was rather
similar between the groups, most infants switched to the time-strategy before
48 weeks of age. One PT infant, however, did not make this shift.
Much is still unknown about the kinematics and strategies of PT infants’
abilities to reach for moving objects. Study IV of this thesis compares the
performance of a group of infants born preterm with a group of infants born
at term when reaching for a toy moving in front of them.
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The aims of this thesis

The general aim of this thesis was to study the visual motor development of
full term (Study I) and preterm (Study II-IV) infants when they visually
tracked or reached for moving objects. All tasks require anticipatory actions
in order to be successful.
Starting out with Study I, infants’ ability to track horizontally and
vertically moving objects were studied longitudinally between 5 and 9
months of age. Gaze and its components SP, saccades, and head movements
when tracking a real object moving over a vertical display surface was
examined. The aim of this study was to investigate the nature of the
horizontal-vertical asymmetry in infants during tracking. Are horizontal and
vertical tracking based on independent components or do they function
dependently on each other? What does the developmental trajectory of this
asymmetry look like? To answer these questions the gain and timing of the
gaze components were analyzed and compared.
Study II-IV are a part of the LOVIS project. Study II & III explore the
development of visual tracking in the horizontal plane. The aim of Study II
was to investigate the development of SP at 2 and 4 months CA in the VPT
group compared to a group of healthy FT infants.
Study III focused on how tracking is affected by prematurity without
complications. All VPT infants with known neonatal complications such as
ROP, IVH, PVL, BPD, and infants born small for gestational age (SGA)
were excluded to form a low-risk group. Gaze tracking and its components
were analyzed in terms of gain and timing during four tracking conditions.
The results were compared to the FT control group.
Study IV looked at the infants’ ability to act on what they see and focused
on the ability to reach for moving objects. A toy moved on a vertical
semicircular path in front of the infants. The kinematics of the reaching was
recorded and analyzed. The aim was to see if gestational age (GA) affected
the kinematics or strategies of the reaches compared to a FT group.
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Methods

Participants
Two different methods were used to recruit infants to these studies. For
Study I and the controls for Study II-IV families with infants in appropriate
ages were contacted by a letter describing the study and welcoming them to
participate. Families were located via public birth records. Appointments
were made with interested families. VPT infants participating in Study II-IV
were recruited at the Uppsala University Hospital as a part of the ongoing
LOVIS project. They were all recruited by the same neonatologist (Katarina
Strand Brodd) after they had come through the first most intense and critical
period after birth. They all got written and verbal information about the
whole project and signed a consent form. They were then contacted by
telephone as they reached the appropriate age. The VPT infants were always
examined at the corrected age, below they will be called by their corrected
ages.
Ten infants were followed longitudinally in Study I, six boys and four
girls at 5, 7 and 9 months of age (mean age 157 ±7, 214±10 & 275 ±5 days).
Three infants were excluded from the final analysis due to inability to attend
or complete each follow up. For Study II & III, a control group consisting of
32 FT infants participated, 17 boys and 15 girls (mean age (SD), 9 (1.4), &
17 (2.4) wks). 19 of the FT infants were measured at both 2 and 4 months,
nine FT infants measured at only 2 months, and four FT infants at only 4
months. 22 of the participants were measured during the time period of the
LOVIS study, and ten infants were measured prior to this time (Rosander &
von Hofsten, 2002). In Study IV, 14 healthy FT infants, 9 boys and 5 girls
participated at around 8 months of age (mean age (SD), 35 (1.3) wks).
In Study II, 81 VPT infants from the LOVIS population were
investigated, for clinical characteristics and neonatal complications see Table
1. 50 of the VPT infants were measured at both 2 and 4 months CA, seven
VPT infants measured at only 2 months CA, and 24 VPT infants at only 4
months CA. For Study III, infants in Study II not showing any of the abovementioned complications were included. This resulted in a low-risk group of
34 infants of whom 19 were measured at both 2 and 4 months CA. five
infants measured at only 2 months CA, and ten at only 4 months CA.
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics and neonatal complications of the preterm infants,
presented by study. GA and BW is presented by mean (range) the other variables
are presented by frequency.

# Infants
Boy/Girl
GA (wks)
BW (g)
BPD
ROP total
ROP stage ≥ 3
NEC
IVH
PVL

Study II

Study III

Study IV

81
37/44
28.5 (22.3-31.9)
1178 (520-2030)
19
26
9
0
16
4

34
20/14
29.7 (27-31.9)
1406 (988-2030)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

44
22/22
28.4 (23.4-31.9)
1161 (559-1822)
8
16
4
0
7
0

Note: GA=gestational age; BW=birth weight; BPD=bronchopulmonary dysplasia;
ROP=retinopathy of prematurity; NEC=necrotizing enterocolitis; IVH=intraventricular
hemorrhage: PVL=periventricular leukomalacia

A subset of 44 infants from the LOVIS population was included in Study
IV (Table 1). The VPT infants included in Study IV did not differ from the
LOVIS population in prevalence of SGA, IVH or BPD. However, none of
the participating infants were diagnosed with PVL whereas seven infants in
the LOVIS population were diagnosed.
To detect neonatal complications in the LOVIS population several
investigations were made during the neonatal period. BPD was defined as
the need for ≥25% oxygen treatment to achieve saturation > 9+% at 36 wks
postmenstrual age. NEC was defined according to Bell, et al.,(1978). ROP
screening was performed by a pediatric ophthalmologist weekly from 5
weeks postnatal age until the retina was fully vascularised. Ultra sound of
the brain was performed 3-7 days postnatal age as well as 35 wks
postmenstrual age to detect IVH and PVL.

Procedure and apparatus
As the families came to the lab the parents were informed about the
procedure and purpose of the study, verbally as well as in writing. Thereafter
they signed a consent form before the study began. All studies were
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Research Council within the
Humanities and Social Sciences and followed the ethical standard specified
in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. The LOVIS project was also approved
by the human research Ethical Committee of the Medical Faculty at Uppsala
University. All participating families received a gift certificate worth 10 €.
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Study I
The apparatus used in this experiment was the same as earlier used in the
doctoral thesis by Gredebäck, Study III (2004). The infants were seated in an
infant car seat that was placed on the parent’s lap. They were seated in a
semi-enclosed experiment room. The tracking stimuli were presented on a
custom-made stimulus presentation device. This device allowed 3D objects
to move on a screen in any pre-programmed path 215 cm in front of the
infant. Eye movements were measured by an ASL 50 eye tracker positioned
in front of the infant below the stimuli. Head position was measured using a
magnetic tracker, Flock of Birds.
The session started with a short calibration where a rod with a small face
with a LED on the forehead was moved between predefined positions on the
screen. When calibration was satisfactory the experimental session began. A
3D happy face with a radius of 1° visual angle moved on the screen in front
of the infant. It moved with a sinusoidal motion back and forth either
horizontally, vertically or in a combination of the two creating a full circle
with constant velocity.

Study II & III
The equipment in Study II & III has been used earlier in a number of studies
on infant tracking (von Hofsten & Rosander, 1996, 1997). The apparatus
was made up of a semi-closed cylinder with a height and diameter of one
meter (Figure 2). A custom-made infant chair was located in the center of
the cylinder. The cylinder could rotate around the child, placing the opening
in front as the child was placed in the chair and in the back during the
experiment. On the opposite side of the opening a horizontal slit was situated
in the middle of the cylinder. In this slit a happy face (8° visual angle),
which could move back and forth in the slit, was located. The nose of the
happy face was a camera making it possible for parents and experimenters to
monitor the infants during the experiment.

Figure 2. The apparatus for measuring eye movements in Study II & III, from the
exterior as well as the interior of the cylinder.
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Eye movement data was collected by electro oculographic (EOG) recordings. Miniature skin electrodes (Beckman) were attached to the outer canthi
of each eye, and a ground electrode was attached to the ear lobe or the forehead. Head and object movements were measured with a Pro Reflex system
(Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden). Three passive reflective markers were
placed on the infant’s head and one on the object. The movements were captured by three high-speed cameras registering the positions of the markers.
They reflected infra-red light from sources positioned around the camera
lens. The EOG data, head data, and object data were recorded in synchrony
at 240 Hz.
The EOG was calibrated by moving the happy face rapidly back and forth
in the slit to the end positions and to the middle. After the calibration
followed four experimental trials, made up of a combination of two
amplitudes (10°/20° in each direction) and two motion types
(Sinusoidal/Triangular) presented in random order. The object oscillated at
0.25 Hz and each trial took 35 sec. These trials were followed by further
trials constructed to investigate vestibular and vestibular-ocular responses
and an occlusion event. These data are however not considered in this thesis.

Study IV
The stimulus presentation device for Study IV was similar to the one used in
Study I. The vertical display surface measured 150*150 cm. A small toy
(max. radius 2 cm) was attached to a magnet that moved according to a
motion produced by a magnet positioned on the other side of the display.
Infants sat in front of the display surface in an infant chair lending support to
the lower torso. Hand and object movements were captured by the same Pro
Reflex system (Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden) as in Study I & II. Two
reflective markers were placed on each hand of the infant, one at the base of
the index finger and one at the base of the little finger. The Qualisys has a
pre-trigger function that makes it possible to start a recording two seconds
before it is actually triggered. The experimenter manually triggered the
recording when a reach was initiated. Four seconds of data were collected
for each reach, two seconds before and two seconds after the experimenter
manually triggered it. The markers were sampled at 240 Hz by five high
speed cameras.
Each session started with a warm-up phase to get the infants used to the
experimental setting. The toy moved downwards and stopped at a reachable
position in front of the infant who was encouraged to grasp it. The object
was then moving on a small pendulum path in front of the infant. When the
infant had tried to reach for the object a couple of times the real experiment
began. The object then moved on a semi-circular path from side to side. The
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radius was 35 cm and the lowest point was at chest height. The infants were
allowed to reach as many times as they wanted.
Additionally, as a part of the LOVIS protocol, a neuromotor examination
(NME) of the PT infants was performed at 2 and 10 months CA. A
neonatologist and a physiotherapist estimated the level and quality of motor
development in each infant. The physiotherapist used the instrument
“Structured Observation of Motor Performance” (Persson & Stromberg,
1995) and the neonatologist used a modified version of Touwen and AmielTison’s methods (Amiel-Tison & Grenier, 1986; Touwen, 1990; Touwen,
1978). After the examinations a joint evaluation of the infants was made and
expressed as NME1=normal for CA, NME2=suspected deviant for CA, and
NME3=deviant for corrected age.

Data Analysis
Visual tracking
Study I investigated the development of visual tracking and examined the
contribution and timing of gaze and its three components; SP, saccades, and
head movements. Gain was calculated for each of the three motion
components as the ratio between the amplitude of the component velocities
and the object velocity.
To assess if the infants could anticipate the object movements in Study I
cross correlational analysis was run to see if the eye was leading or lagging
the object. In Study I the infants used negligible head movements so object
velocity could be cross correlated to SP and saccades directly. It is possible
that in some cases tracking is unstable and shifts between leading and
lagging the object, the average of this would give a perfect timing even if the
eye is never on the object. To determine if the eye was actually on the object
in Study I the average distance between gaze and center of the object was
calculated using root mean square (RMS) for each trial.
For a trial to be included in the analyses the object needed to be tracked
for at least one full cycle, with less than 1 s. interruption. The 0.2 Hz
condition generated a lot of missing data and was therefore not analyzed.
Missing data was linearly interpolated, in total 2.5% of the data. Each
condition was presented twice on two consecutive days at each age level.
Infant data however tend to be elusive since you cannot instruct them and to
get a fair and full data matrix the recordings of each condition were averaged
for each age level.
In Study I the main focus was to analyze whether the above-described
measures differed between horizontal and vertical eye movements in 1D and
2D. The circular data was therefore divided into a horizontal and a vertical
component that were analyzed separately. A repeated measure ANOVA was
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performed on gain, timing, and RMS. Independent variables were age (5, 7,
and 9 months), one- or two-dimensional trajectories (1D/2D), and orientation
of movement/component (horizontal/vertical).
In Study II the analysis was focused on possible differences in the
development of SP in the PT and FT infants. In addition to gain of SP
(gainSP), the proportion of SP (propSP) was also considered and calculated
as the ratio of smooth pursuit gain to raw eye movement gain. GainSP and
propSP measures SP proportionally to object motion and total eye movement
respectively. If gain of the eye movement is high, gainSP and propSP
correspond well. If the infant uses considerable head movements during
tracking, gainSP tends to underestimate the development of SP, but if eye
movements are tracking poorly propSP can overestimate SP in relation to the
object.
In Study III only the low-risk group of VPT infants was considered and
compared to FT infants. In addition to propSP, the gain of eye, the gain of
head, and the frequency of saccades were considered. As in Study I cross
correlation was used to assess the timing of eye movements. However, in
Study III the object amplitudes are bigger and hence the head was more
employed. Therefore the lag or lead to the head relative to the target had to
be considered. The difference between object and head velocity was
calculated and called head slip. The head slip was cross correlated to raw eye
movement and SP.
To investigate the relation between the FT group and VPT group and the
development between 2 and 4 months of age on the different tracking
variables in Study II & III a linear regression model was estimated:
Model I
β1 captured the general change between 2 and 4 months of age, β2
captured the effect of being born preterm instead of full term, and the
interaction coefficient β3 allowed the development in tracking to differ
between the two groups.
The analysis aimed at comparing the change of the level of tracking for
VPT and FT infants at 2 and 4 months respectively. There was a partial drop
of observations as not all infants were observed at both 2 and 4 months. This
implied that there was a potential problem of statistical power of the
analysis.
Therefore an empirical strategy was used that also utilizes information
gained from infants only observed at one point in time, and in addition permits a direct assessment of mean differences across groups and time. The
unit of analysis was the observation at 2 or 4 months, and the parameters
represent the performance for the average infant in the respective group.
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A potential drawback with the chosen strategy is that there could be a
systematic drop-out of infants at 2 or 4 months biasing the results. For
example, the most impaired VPT infants may be more likely not to attend
the examination at 2 months than at 4 months. Therefore the partial drop of
observations needed to be examined carefully.
As a robustness test, an additional repeated measurement ANOVA was
made in Study II. In this study the drop-out at 2 months is potentially
affected by neonatal complications. Hence, the ANOVA was made on the
infants who were measured at both 2 and 4 months of age. Independent
variable was age (2 and 4 months) and between group variable was group
(FT and VPT). In Study III no such systematic drop-out was found.
In Study III any differences in tracking between the groups were further
analyzed. To find possible effects of the type of tracking a more generalized
linear model was estimated:
Model II

Type is an indicator of either the amplitude of the motion (Small/Large)
or motion type (Sinusoidal/Triangular), separate analyses were made for the
two type measures. γ7 is the coefficient of main interest and examines
whether any difference in the change in tracking between 2 and 4 months for
VPT infants, relative to that of FT infants, differs by condition, i.e. type of
movement.
An estimated kernel density was used to display the distribution of data.
This is a way to non-parametrically smooth out the distribution by letting
each observed data point contribute over a local neighborhood around that
data point. To find out how many VPT infants reached different parts of the
distribution of FT infants, the number of VPT infants who had reached the
10th and 50th percentile of the FT group was calculated. To investigate if
there was a change between 2 and 4 months of age, an indicator of the
observation at 4 months (taking the value 0 for observations at 2 months)
was regressed on whether PT infants reached the 10th and 50th percentile of
the FT group.

Reaching
In Study IV a total of 1120 reaches was collected. For each reach four
seconds of data were collected, which were subsequently plotted in a
custom-made computer program in MATLAB. The velocity of all data was
calculated and movement units (MU) extracted from the velocity profile.
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Two sets of data were selected, the whole reach and the transport unit
(TU) A reach was defined as starting when the operating hand began to
move consistently towards the target trajectory for at least 70 mm and
ending when the hand hit the object or started to move away from the
trajectory. A TU was defined as the longest MU of the reach. A successful
reach was defined as trials with object-hand contact. Several variables were
used to examine the reaching strategies and kinematics of the hand. The ratio
between the length of the trajectory of the hand and a straight line between
the start and end coordinate, relative length, was used to measure the
straightness of the reach and TU. Max Jerk was calculated for the reach and
the TU as the maximal change of acceleration (mm/s3). Mean and maximum
velocity (mm/s) as well as point of peak velocity (PPV) was also calculated
for both reach and TU. For whole reaches, the number of MUs was
calculated, as well as the number of successful reaches.

Figure 3. The aiming measures α and β shown schematically for a hypothetical TU.
The line A-B does not represent the actual path of the object, just the change in the
angle to it. Aiming is calculated as β-α.

Aiming was measured during the TU. Aiming was defined as the angle βα during the TU (Figure 3). The angle β was the angle ACB, where A is the
position of the object at the beginning of the TU, C is the position of the
hand in the beginning of the TU, and B is the position of the object at the
end of the TU. The angle α was defined as the angle ACD, where D is the
position of the hand at the end of the TU projected onto the approach plane
ACB. The reaches and TUs were averaged separately for each infant giving
the infants one measure for the reach and one for the TU per variable.
In some cases the infants used both hands while reaching. The hands were
then analyzed as two separate reaches, and registered as a bimanual reach.
Then the number of bimanual reaches was calculated. A reach was considered as coupled bimanual if the hands started to move within 0.5 s of each
other.
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For analyzing the whole reach the dependent variables were relative
length, number of MUs, max. velocity, mean velocity, max. jerk, PPV,
number of bimanual reaches, and number of successful reaches. For the TU
the dependent variables were relative length, max. velocity, mean velocity,
max. jerk, and aiming. Independent variables were GA, birth weight (BW)
and NME at 2 and 10 months. Potential differences between the groups were
tested with independent t-test or one-way ANOVA.
In a first step we compared the FT group to the PT group as a whole and
to the infants with very low birth weight respectively. These are distinctions
often seen in the literature (Hack, et al., 2002; Holmstrom & Larsson, 2008;
Hunnius, et al., 2008). However, extremely preterm infants and extremely
low birth weight infants have been shown to display even more impairments
(Anderson & Doyle, 2003; Vohr, et al., 2000). Consequently, as a second
step of the analyses effects of the severity of GA and BW was tested.
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Study I

In Study I the developmental asymmetries between horizontal and vertical
tracking were studied longitudinally at 5, 7 and 9 months of age. Tracking of
pure vertical and horizontal trajectories as well as the horizontal and vertical
components of a circle were measured. The aim was to examine if these
components function dependently or independently of one another and to
examine the development of the components.
Learning effects were also studied within a trial, between the two trials of
one experiment session, and between the two consecutive days of each age
level.

Design
The object alternated between three different motions either horizontally or
vertically back and forth in a sinusoidal motion or a combination of the two,
timed to make a circle with constant motion (Figure 4).
Horizontal 1D

Vertical 1D

Circular 2D

Figure 4. The object motions in Study I, the top row displays the trajectories and the
bottom row the velocity profiles.

The motion extensions were 11° visual angle. Two different speeds were
used, 0.2 Hz, and 0.4 Hz, resulting in maximum velocities of 6.9 and 13.8°/s,
respectively. Each condition was presented twice, the circular motion once
in each direction, each trial took 20 s, and the order was randomized for each
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infant with 5-10 s pauses in between. The entire experiment including
calibration and all 12 trials took about 15-25 minutes and was repeated on
two consecutive days at each age level.

Results
The infants tracked the moving object with similar or somewhat higher
velocity than the object velocity. The gain of gaze was not affected by the
different movement conditions or by age. The contribution of the different
tracking components was not affected by age either. On average SP
contributed with about 63% of the gain and saccades with 34%.

Figure 5. Average gain of gaze and its components plotted as a function of age.
Filled circles = gaze, filled square = SP, filled diamonds = saccades, filled triangles
= head. Error bars represent StdE.
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GainSP was affected by orientation as well as dimensionality. The
horizontal component had higher gainSP compared to the vertical
component F(1,6)=107.45, p<0.001. Moreover, the 1D component had
higher gainSP than the 2D component F(1,6)=36.19, p<0.001. No interaction
effects between the component types were found (Figure 5).
Saccades and gainSP were negatively correlated (r(82)= -0.77, p<0.001),
which means that the less SP employed the more saccades were used.
Consequently, horizontal saccades were employed less than vertical saccades
F(1,6)=15.99, p<0.05. As for gainSP no age effects were found.
Timing of gaze and SP is considered to be predictive if average lag is less
than 125 ms. When averaged over all ages the horizontal component (M=-71
ms) of gaze lagged less than the vertical (M=-106 ms), F(1,6)=17.64,
p<0.01. For SP an interaction effect between orientation and dimensionality
was found (F(1,6)=7.14, p<0.05) where the 2D trajectory had more negative
effect on the vertical component compared to the horizontal.

Figure 6. Timing of gaze (filled circles) and SP (filled squares). The eye movements
are predictive when they are above the cut off line at -125 ms. Error bars represent
StdE.
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For a saccade to be considered predictive the cut off is -200ms. In Study I
the infants were predictive in all age groups and all conditions. Saccade
latency was however affected by orientation F(1,6)=7.65, p<0.05, where
horizontal components (M=-78) lagged less than vertical (M=-144), no
effect of dimensionality was found.
Looking more closely at the development of timing, there was a
significant age effect for gaze (F(2,12)=21.88, p<0.0001). A post hoc test
revealed no age effect between 5 and 7 months of age but between 7 and 9
months of age, the lag decreased significantly (p<0.001). Figure 6 further
illustrates that gaze for the horizontal component was predictive at all ages,
whereas the vertical component was not stably predictable before 9 months
of age. The timing of SP also shows a significant age effect, F(2,12)=21.88,
p<0.0001, the significant improvement of SP was found between 5 and 7
months of age (p<0.05).
RMS revealed an interaction effect between orientation and age
F(2,12)=5.38, p<0.05. The mean deviation of gaze from the center of the
target was similar for all ages in the horizontal conditions, whereas the
deviation of the vertical components decreased with age and became
comparable to the horizontal at 9 months. The deviation was also larger for
2D tracking (M=2.46°) compared to 1D tracking (M=2.06°), F(1,6)=12.81,
p<0.05.
Within-trial learning effects were found as the RMS got smaller over the
20 s trials. This learning was not carried over between trials in a session as
no learning effects for the first and second presentation of a condition were
found. No learning effects were found between the 2 consecutive days of
each age level.

Conclusions
Infants’ ability to track moving objects is affected by the orientation and
dimensionality of the moving object. Even though they are able to track at
all ages and conditions in Study I, the efficiency is dependent on the object
trajectory and age. Infants are most proficient in tracking objects moving in a
horizontal sinusoidally modulated motion back and forth in front of the
infant. In this condition infants are predictive at all ages regarding gaze as
well as SP and saccades, this replicates earlier studies on the development of
horizontal gaze tracking (von Hofsten & Rosander, 1996, 1997). However,
vertical tracking seems to pose a somewhat harder challenge.
Comparing the contribution of the components, SP tracking is functioning
best for the horizontal conditions. This corresponds well to earlier studies on
adults who also display smoother horizontal tracking compared to vertical
(Collewijn & Tamminga, 1984; Rottach, et al., 1996). However, whereas
adults display equally good timing for the vertical orientation, Study I shows
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that timing of the vertical component develops later. In addition, the timing
of the vertical component is more affected than the horizontal by the 2D
condition reflecting sensitivity to this added oculomotor complexity.
RMS as well as the timing of gaze and SP of the vertical components are
all improving with age and are by 9 months comparable to the horizontal
components. What does this developmental asymmetry reflect? It could be a
result of experience, assuming that horizontal movements are more common
than vertical. In that case it could be expected that the horizontal component
reaches its peak earlier than the vertical, which would eventually catch up.
Or it could be a matter of maturation where the horizontal tracking matures
earlier which also would imply that the vertical component eventually
becomes equivalent. The horizontal component does however continue to be
superior in some respects that cannot fully be explained by learning. This
indicates that there are different mechanisms controlling horizontal and
vertical pursuit as argued by Collewijn et al. (1984) .
The results show some significant differences in the performance between
1D and 2D tracking as well. Infants display poorer timing, larger RMS and
lower gain during circular pursuit than during 1D pursuit. Moreover, the
vertical component seems to be more vulnerable when a second dimension is
added.
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Study II

Study II is the first of the series of studies of preterm born infants in the
LOVIS project. Study II investigates the development of SP in the VPT
group compared to a group of infants born at term measured at 2 and 4
months age. The infants tracked an object oscillating horizontally in front of
them. The aim of Study II was twofold; one was to see if there was any
difference in performance level of the preterm born infants and in that case
whether the development also was different between the ages studied, the
other aim was to describe the LOVIS population. The second aim was
however specific to the LOVIS project and is not directly incorporated into
this thesis.

Design
The object always oscillated horizontally in front of the infant. The object
motion was either sinusoidal i.e. accelerating and decelerating smoothly
between the endpoints or triangular i.e. moving with a constant speed with
sudden direction changes. Two amplitudes were used as the object moved
either 10° or 20° in each direction. The results of the SP tracking for all
conditions were collapsed to get a general assessment of VPT infant SP at a
group level.
Other data describing the population, such as GA, birth weight, and
neonatal complications were collected by medical staff at Uppsala
University Hospital.

Results
Two measures of SP were used to evaluate the development in the VPT and
FT groups, propSP and gainSP. The model described earlier was used to
evaluate the development.
The VPT group had lower propSP compared to the FT group, β2=-0.166
(p<0.01). At 4 months the infants had higher propSP than at 2 months
(β1=0.191 (p<0.01) R2=0278. No interaction effect (β3) between group and
age was found for the propSP (Figure 7). The ANOVA on the infants
measured at both ages also show similar effects. The VPT group displayed
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less propSP than the FT group F(1,67)=35.61, p<0.01, η2=0.35. There was
also a main effect of age F(1.67)=43.67, p<0.01, η2=0.40. No interaction
effects were found.
The same general results were obtained for gainSP. The VPT group had
lower gainSP than the FT group β2=-0.248(p<0.01). GainSP was lower at 2
months compared to at 4 months of age β1=0.116 (p<0.05), R2=0.324. No
interaction (β3) was found implying that the VPT infants were not catching
up (Figure 7). The ANOVA also showed an effect of group, as the VPT
group displayed less gainSP than the FT group F(1,67)=26.44, p<0.01,
η2=0.24. F(1.67)=46.17, p<0.01, η2=0.41. No interaction effect was found.

Figure 7. Gain and proportion of Smooth Pursuit of full term (square) and preterm.
(circle) infants at 2 and 4 months of age.

Whereas no interaction was found for gainSP on group level, the
proportion of VPT infants reaching the 10th and 50th percentile of the FT
infants at 2 and 4 months of age tells a somewhat different story. A larger
proportion had reached the 10th (M=59%, M=30%, p<0.0001) and 50th
(M=23%, M=9%, p<0.05) percentile at 4 months compared to 2 months for
gainSP, this increase was not found for propSP.
Examining the performance distribution (Figure 8) of the two groups and
age levels, the VPT group has a more narrow distribution that is close to the
lower performance spectrum at 2 months. The FT group was more spread
out indicating that SP had started to develop. At 4 months, the FT group had
the more narrow distribution especially for propSP, which is approaching its
asymptote. The VPT group was more dispersed indicating that at least a part
of the group was beginning to catch-up.
At 2 months the VPT boys had higher gainSP than the girls (p<0.05), no
difference was found for propSP. At 4 months of age boys had both higher
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gainSP (p<0.05) and propSP (p<0.05). The FT group only displayed a
gender difference for gainSP at 4 months where the girls had higher gainSP
than the boys (p<0.05).
The results describing the population and the neonatal complications can
be found under “Participants” above.

Figure 8. Distribution of kernel density. Top panel display density for propSP, bottom
panel GainSP, left panel 2-month-olds, right panel 4-month-olds. Continuous lines = FT
infants, dotted lines = VPT infants.

Conclusions
The ability to track smoothly seems to be affected by being born preterm.
VPT infants born <32 wks employ less SP measured both as propSP and
gainSP compared to FT infants. Both groups improve between 2 and 4
months of age but the VPT group does not show any catch-up effect on
group level and stayed behind. The performance of the FT group is
consequently better compared to the VPT group at both ages tested. The
onset of SP has been reported to be a consequence of maturation of the
MT/MST area (Kiorpes & Movshon, 2004; Rosander, et al., 2007)
These results differ from earlier oculomotor studies reporting more
mature visual behavior at 35 and 40 post-menstrual weeks for infants born
25-30.9 GW compared to infants born 38-42 GW suggesting that early
exposure to visual stimuli implies earlier development (Ricci, et al., 2008).
The methods used in those studies did not allow discerning between the
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different components of eye movements. At this age it would not be
appropriate as SP has not started to develop notably. Thus, the examiner
assessed the visual motility, tracking, attention and color discrimination. In
contrast, the results in Study II rather show a less mature visual behavior and
delayed perceptual development.
The number of VPT infants reaching the level of the FT infants does
however increase between 2 and 4 months of age. This indicates that some
of the VPT infants do actually catch up and reach FT level whereas some do
not improve at all. The kernel density distribution of gainSP at 4 months
reveals a wider distribution in both groups but primarily in the VPT group.
There also seems to be a small extra bump for the VPT group at the peak of
FT group for gainSP (Figure 8). This is not further investigated in Study II
but does raise the issue of possible subgroups in the VPT population. There
are several possible sources of developmental problems in VPT infants. This
leads to the question whether the delay is caused by neonatal complications
or by preterm birth itself. This will be further investigated in Study III.
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Study III

Study III aimed to eliminate the impact of neonatal complications to further
understand how the development of tracking is affected by purely preterm
birth. Consequently, infants with known ROP, BPD, IVH, PVL and infants
born SGA were excluded. This resulted in a low-risk subgroup of the LOVIS
population consisting of 44 infants. The development of gaze and its three
components, saccades, SP and head movements was examined. The
performance of the low-risk group was compared to a group of healthy FT
infants.

Design
The data in Study III are derived from the same design and data collection as
Study II. This study focused on the different movement types produced by
the stimuli. The object oscillated with either small or large amplitude
(10°/20°in each direction) and was either sinusoidally or triangularly
modulated (changing direction smoothly or abruptly) resulting in four
conditions; Sinusoidal Small, Sinusoidal Large, Triangular Small, or
Triangular Large. Each condition lasted 35 s and was presented randomly.
The performance of the low-risk group was compared to the FT group for
each condition. The impact of amplitude and motion type was also studied.
SP was analyzed in terms of propSP.

Results
Gain of gaze did not show any effect of group or age when examining all
conditions together. When looking at the conditions separately Model I
showed that gain of gaze is lower for the VPT group (β2= -0.166) in the
Sinusoidal Large condition p<0.05, R2=0.193. Comparing the effects of the
different conditions a significant triple interaction was found between age,
group, and amplitude, γ7=-0.298 (p<0.038) R2=0.045, where the change in
gain of gaze for the VPT infants relative to the FT infants was more positive
for the large motion amplitude than for the small (Figure 9). No such
interaction effect was found for motion type.
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Figure 9. Mean gain of gaze at 2 and 4 months of age for VPT (open) and FT
(filled) infants, separated by the two amplitudes; small (circle) and large (square)

Kernel density distributions of gain of gaze showed a wider dispersion for
the VPT group compared to the FT group, especially at 2 months of age
(Figure 10). At this age there was a peak for the FT group close to 1 which
means gaze was on the object. The VPT group on the other hand spread
more to the lower performance spectrum.
Table 2. Effects on proportion of Smooth Pursuit.

Age (β1)
Group (β2)
Group*Age (β3)

Constant
Observations
# Infants
R-square

Sinus
Small
0.175***
(0.062)
-0.261***
(0.058)
0.080
(0.086)

Sinus
Large
0.272***
(0.064)
-0.145**
(0.061)
0.060
(0.087)

Triangul.
Small
0.110*
(0.062)
-0.336***
(0.061)
0.294***
(0.087)

Triangul.
Large
0.160***
(0.058)
-0.292***
(0.060)
0.113
(0.083)

0.577
85
58
0.364

0.484
93
61
0.321

0.629
87
58
0.429

0.573
88
58
0.401

Note: The dependent variable is propSP for the four different movements and for the mean of
all conditions that were presented for the subjects. Group is whether the subjects are in the VPT
or FT group. Age is whether the subject is measured at 2 or 4 months of age. Standard errors in
parentheses, * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Observation is the
number of observations thatgo into the model, # infants is the number of infants producing these
observations. Observation- # infants = Infants measured at both 2 and 4 months.

VPT used less propSP than FT infants (β2) in all conditions. Both groups
also improved by age (β1) in all conditions. For the triangular motion with
small amplitude there was an interaction effect (β3) where the VPT infants
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Figure 10. Kernel density distributions for VPT and FT infants at 2 and 4 months of
age, for gain of gaze, propSP, saccades, and head movements Continuous lines = FT
infants, dotted lines = VPT infants.

were improving more relative to the FT group (Table 2).
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Comparing the conditions with Model II a significant triple interaction
between age, group, and motion type was found, γ7=-0.298 (p<0.038)
R2=0.045 where the relative change for the VPT infants relative to the FT
infants was larger for the triangular motion than for the sinus motion.
Even though no overall interaction effect was found for Model I, the
number of VPT infants who had reached the 50th percentile of the FT infants
marginally increased (p=0.55). At 2 months 4% of the VPT infants performed the same level of SP as the median FT infant, at 4 months 16% of the
VPT infants performed at that level, this indicated that some of the VPT
infants are catching up. Kernel distribution further illustrates the distribution
of the groups at different ages. At 2 months FT infants were more dispersed
as some of the FT infants were starting to employ more SP. At 4 months the
distribution looks similar for both groups but the peak for VPT infants was
higher.

Figure 11. Kernel density distribution for VPT and FT infants at 2 and 4 months of
age, for cross correlation. Continuous lines = FT infants, dotted lines = VPT infants.

On average there was no significant difference between the groups (β2) or
age levels (β1) in saccade frequency, but looking at the different conditions
the results were more nuanced. In the Sinus Small condition the VPT group
used significantly higher saccadic frequency than the FT group β2=0.475
(p<0.05) R2=0.112, no age difference was found. For the Triangular Small
condition an interaction effect was found where the saccadic frequency for
the VPT group decreased more between 2 and 4 months of age relative to the
FT group group β3=0.-1.177 (p<0.05) R2=0.63. Kernel density showed that
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overall the distribution between VPT and FT infants was similar in saccadic
frequency (Figure 10).
No differences between the groups (β2) were found for head gain in any
condition. The similarities between the groups were also illustrated by the
kernel density (Figure 10). Both VPT and FT infants increased head gain in
all conditions between 2 and 4 months of age (p<0.05).
Overall the timing of the VPT group was somewhat poorer than for the
FT group. Looking at cross correlation between the composite eye and head
slip the VPT lagged significantly more in the Sinus Large (β2=168.52,
p<0.05, R2=0.321) and Triangular Small (β2=-121.95, p<0.05, R2=0.141)
conditions. The lags for both groups got better between 2 and 4 months in all
conditions except for the Triangular Small condition. Figure 11, displaying
the kernel density showed that the distribution of the average of all conditions is more similar at 4 months compared to 2 months.
Cross correlation between SP and head slip was only analyzed for the 4
month data. An independent t-test showed a marginally smaller lag for the
FT group (M=-11.53) compared to the VPT group (M=-84.2) t(35)=1.924,
p=0.063. A modified version of Model II using group*movement
type*amplitude showed a significant effect for movement type (β=-166.61,
(p=<0.0001) R2=0.179). Sinusoidal motion caused less lag than Triangular
motion. Kernel density showed a similar distribution for both groups (Figure
11).

Conclusions
When excluding all VPT infants being born SGA or having any known
complications we get the same general result as in Study II, VPT infants use
less propSP compared to infants born at term. Sensitivity to motion direction
is essential for SP tracking. Earlier studies by Atkinson et al. (2008) have
shown that preterm infants are less sensitive to changes in motion direction.
Gaze shifts and processing of static objects is not affected in the same way
by preterm birth, (Hunnius, et al., 2008). In terms of dorsal and ventral
pathways this indicates that the dorsal pathway is more vulnerable to preterm
birth than the ventral pathway.
At 2 months the VPT group has difficulties in tracking the large
amplitudes. This difference is however leveled out by 4 months. At this age
all infants were capable of tracking the object rather well as gain of gaze on
average is close to the object for both groups. However, SP is supplemented
by saccades and head movement in tracking the moving object. Saccades are
reactive eye movements that are reflected in the time lag of the raw eye
movement that consists of both SP and saccades.
Using the same cut-off for predictivity as in Study I, i.e. -125 ms, we can
see that for the composite eye movement only the FT group at 4 months is
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predictive. For SP both groups are predictive indicating that the other parts
of the composite eye, i.e. saccades are still reactive at 4 months for the VPT.
In summary, even though some studies have found a positive effect of
prematurity on visual function (Hunnius, et al., 2008; Ricci, et al., 2008) the
results of Study II and III show a developmental delay for this type of
tracking task.
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Study IV

Study IV shifts the attention from pure eye tracking of objects to motor
actions on moving objects. The VPT infants’ ability to reach for and catch a
toy moving in front of them was studied. A subgroup of the LOVIS infants
was studied at 8 months and compared to a group of FT peers. There are
different ways to approach the problem of reaching for a moving object. One
way is to reach for the point where the object is at the beginning of the reach
and then try to chase it. The more efficient strategy, however, is to anticipate
the future trajectory in order to intercept the path of the toy.

Design
The infants were seated in front of a big vertical display surface on which a
small toy was attached. The object moved on a semicircular path back and
forth (Figure 12), with the lowest point of the trajectory passing within
reaching distance. The motion was sinusoidally modulated and initiated from
right and left side interchangeably. If the infants successfully reached for the
object several times, the velocity was increased. To assess the performance,
kinematic measures were collected, making it possible to investigate
differences in velocity, aiming, as well as success and number of hands used.

Figure 12. The trajectory of the moving toy.
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To further investigate what influenced reaching quality, the VPT group
was divided into several subgroups and analyzed. Gestational age was
divided into two subgroups, the extremely preterm (EPT) infants born < 28
GW and the VPT born 28-32 GW. Two groups were created according to
birth weight; extremely low birth weight (ELBW) for infants weighing
<1000g, and low birth weight LBW for preterm infants with infants
weighing >1000g.
The VPT infants were also compared according to the neurological status
assessed by a physical therapist and neonatologist at 2 and 10 months of age.
The VPT infants were assessed to be (NME 1) normal for corrected age,
(NME 2) suspicious of deviant, or (NME 3) deviant for corrected age.

Results
On average the infants hit the object on 38% of the attempted reaches and no
difference was found between the groups. In general, both FT and PT infants
anticipated the upcoming position of the moving object and hence reached
predictively. During the TU the infants aimed on average 5.8° ahead of the
expected future position of the object.
The most striking difference between the VPT and FT groups was that the
PT (M=20%) group on average used almost twice as many bimanual reaches
as the FT (M=12%) group, (t(56)=2.189, p<0.05). The number increased
even more when looking at the EPT (M=25.6%). Birth weight rendered the
same general results where infants with ELBW (M=26.6%) used more bimanual reaching compared to the FT (M=12 %, p= 0.007) and marginally
more than LBW (M=17.5%, p=0.066) F(2,55)=5.194, p=0.009.
Moreover, the EPT group (M=1.26) used a less straight reaching path
during the TU than both the VPT (M=1.20, p<0.05) and FT (M=1.18,
p<0.01) groups, F(2,55)=5.524, p<0.01. The same general results were found
for birth weight F(2,55)=3.171, p=0.050, where the ELBW used longer paths
than the FT group. In addition, the ELBW (M=20.88) group displayed
jerkier reaches than the LBW (M=13.42, p = 0.031) and FT (M=12.41, p=
0.037) groups, F(2,55)=3.171, p=0.050.
There was a significant correlation between GA and BW r(44)=0.838,
p<0.01. All of the ELBW infants were also EPT, but all EPT infants were
not ELBW.
Comparing the VPT infants according to their neurological status at 2
months the infants in group NME 3 generally used the highest speed and
acceleration both during the whole reaches and during the TU. Maximum
speed was higher for group NME 3 (M=636.1) than for group NME 2
(M=444.7, p<0.01, group NME 1 (M=503.7, p<0.05) and the control group
(M=498.4, p<0.01), F(3,54)=5.136, p<0.01. Maximum acceleration also
differed between the groups F(3,54)=2.856, p<0.05, post hoc test showed
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that group NME 3 (M=39.5) had higher acceleration than group NME 2
(M=25.9, p<0.05). During the TU group NME3 had higher acceleration and
maximum speed than group NME2 and the controls.
During the TU the groups also differed in maximum jerk displayed
F(2,55)=3.515, p<0.05, post hoc test did not show any specific differences.
Nevertheless, a marginally significant difference was found between group
NME 3 (M=11.42) and group NME 2 (M=5.89, p=0.057).
Comparing the infants according to the neurological status as assessed at
10 months of age, no differences in velocity or any other kinematic variable
were found. There was however a significant difference between the groups
for aiming, F(3,53)=3.107, p<0.05 (Table 3). Group NME 3 aimed further
ahead of the intercept point than group NME 2 (p=<0.05), see Table 3. The
angle α, which is relative to the starting position of the object, also differed
between the groups F(3,53)=2.787, p<0.05. Group NME 3 had larger angle α
than group NME 2 (p<0.05).
Table 3. Mean (SD) for aiming according to the neurological status as assessed at
10 months. NME 1= normal for corrected age, NME 2= suspicious of deviant, and
NME 3= deviant for corrected age.

Aiming
Alpha

NME 1
-5.58 (8.20)
36.02 (9.61)

NME 2
NME 3
FT
-0.29 (4.53) -11.02 (7.44) -4.79 (5.31)
26.31 (6.47) 40.98 (11.41) 36.94 (12.13)

Conclusions
The PT infants showed equal success in catching the object as their FT
peers. Their strategies were however somewhat less well-organized, as they
used twice as many bimanual reaches as the FT group and had a more
curved and jerky path.
There are several plausible explanations for employing bimanual
strategies. When using two hands while reaching, stability and precision are
maximized for symmetrical as well as asymmetrical reaches. Earlier studies
show that infants with low birth weight have a delayed onset of self-sitting
(Marin Gabriel, et al., 2009). Self-sitting is associated with bimanual
reaching, as non-self-sitters use more bimanual reaches than self-sitters
(Rochat, 1992). We have no data on the ability to sit, and the infants were
seated in such a way that the lower torsos were supported. However, it is still
possible that they use a safer bimanual reaching strategy. It seems plausible
that the increased use of bimanual reaches reflects a general delay or
immaturity of the motor system. The PT infants seem to have equally
proficient planning as the FT group since the aiming angle of the TU is
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equally good. Nevertheless, the execution strategies appear inferior as the
path is more circuitous.
The neurological assessments at 2 and 10 months investigate somewhat
different capacities; this is reflected in the reaching results. Infants assessed
as deviant for corrected age at 2 months display higher reaching speed, acceleration and jerkiness. Infants assessed as deviant at 10 months do not perform differently than FT infants in these aspects. Instead they aim too far
ahead of the object. This could be interpreted as a compensatory behavior to
get more time to catch the object (Forsström & von Hofsten, 1982).
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General Discussion

The studies in this thesis investigated two different aspects of sensory motor
development in full term and preterm infants. Study I provides new insight
in the basic development of SP in full term infants. Study II-IV show
delayed development in several areas for preterm infants and add to the
understanding of how the sensory motor system can be affected by preterm
birth.

Full term
Study I expands the previous knowledge about the development of visual
tracking by looking more closely at the vertical component. A substantial
part of the literature on the development of visual tracking has discussed the
development in the horizontal component (Aslin, 1986; Dayton, et al., 1964;
Richards & Holley, 1999; Shea & Aslin, 1990; von Hofsten & Rosander,
1997). In two studies Gredebäck et al (2005; Gredebäck, et al., 2002) added
a second dimension and studied circular pursuit. They concluded that
vertical and horizontal pursuit are mutually dependent. Study I additionally
isolated the pure vertical component.
The results from Study I show that gainSP is better for the horizontal
components compared to the vertical at all ages tested. The timing measures
show a similar pattern where horizontal is better than vertical in the younger
age groups but this difference was no longer present at 9 months. However,
in some respects vertical tracking is catching up. RMS is lower for the
horizontal component at 5 months, but at 9 months they were similar.
Collewijn & Tamminga (1984) found similar results for adults who
displayed better gain but not timing for horizontal SP than vertical SP. They
attribute this horizontal-vertical asymmetry in adults to two different
underlying mechanisms. In everyday life we pursue more movements in the
horizontal plane than in the vertical. If experience would be the basis of the
asymmetry it would be expected that the horizontal component would
develop faster but the vertical component will catch up and ultimately
become equivalent. However, learning cannot explain the fact that horizontal
tracking continues to be pre-eminent to vertical tracking in certain respects.
Comparing 1D and 2D tracking, the vertical component seems to be
affected more by the second dimension than the horizontal component.
Infants display lower gain, larger RMS and poorer timing during circular
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pursuit than expected from a linear summation of the 1D components. It
seems like the horizontal and vertical components are mutually influencing
each other. Particularly, the timing of the vertical component is severely
impaired in the circular condition.
Nevertheless, gaze and SP in the 1D horizontal condition in Study I is
mature from the earliest age tested (5 months). The eye is on the object and
the infants are able to predict the upcoming motion. This fits well with the
results of the full term infants in Study II & III. As shown earlier (von
Hofsten & Rosander, 1996, 1997) tracking improves rapidly between 2 and 4
months of age. Full term infants in Study II & III have a gain of gaze of
around 0.89 at 2 months and 1.0 at 4 months in the pure horizontal condition
in Study I gain of gaze was about 1.15. The amount of SP also fits well, as
Study II & III show propSP for the sinusoidal condition is 0.43 at 2 months
and 0.76 at 4 months. In Study I the gain of 1D horizontal SP was 0.84, no
significant age effect was found but is seems likely that the developmental
trajectory slows down as it approaches its asymptote. In adults gainSP is
around 0.9-1.0 for tracking objects oscillating < 20°/s (Barnes, 2008).
It seems likely that different mechanisms underlie these asymmetries.
Different muscles govern the eye movements in different directions. It could
be possible that this is a contributing factor to the lower gains displayed in
the vertical components. However, the timing of vertical gaze and smooth
pursuit is also different from horizontal, this ability requires anticipation
which is regulated by the ocular motor control systems. Visually mediated
eye movements can be described as negative feedback control systems
where the slip between the stimuli (moving object) and the retinal image is
used to generate an eye velocity command, this information about retinal
error is constantly updated by a feedback loop (Leigh & Zee, 1999). It is
possible that vertical and horizontal eye movements use at least partially
different loops to control the pursuit. In this case the horizontal loop would
for some reason be more efficient than the vertical. Additionally these
systems influence each other as the vertical is negatively affected by
simultaneous pursuit by both components. More research is needed to
understand the mechanisms that underlie the horizontal-vertical asymmetry.

Preterm
Studiy II-IV all show a delayed sensory motor development for the preterm
infants compared to the full term infants. When visually tracking or reaching
for moving objects, the FT group is more efficient and precise than the VPT
group.
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Visual tracking
Study II & III show delayed eye tracking development for the VPT group.
Study II focuses on SP and shows that this function is affected in the preterm
group. Both gainSP and propSP are lower for the VPT infants than the FT
infants. Both groups develop between 2 and 4 months of age but do not show
any interaction effect that would indicate that the VPT group is catching up.
The VPT group in Study II is very heterogeneous, displaying a wide range of
pathologies well documented in VPT populations (Holmstrom, et al., 1993;
Krishnamoorthy, et al., 1990; Majnemer, et al., 2000; Salhab, et al., 2004;
Volpe, 2001). It seems likely that some infants do indeed catch up whereas
some do not develop at all since the number of VPT infants who reach the
level of the median FT infant increases between 2 and 4 months of age. In
order to try to separate prematurity from contingent complications, Study III
excluded all infants with known neonatal complications. Yet the same
general results were found for SP as in Study II. PropSP was still lower for
the VPT population and was not catching up at 4 months. No difference was
found between the overall propSP between the low-risk group as defined in
Study III and the VPT infants with complications.
Additionally, Study III looks more closely at the different components of
Gaze and how they are affected by the study conditions. In the Triangular
Small condition the VPT group is actually catching up and they use a fairly
high propSP at 4 months. Both the FT and VPT groups do however lag more
at the triangular motion which indicates that they are having problems to
predict the sudden changes in velocity at the turning points of the triangular
trajectory, the VPT group lagging more than the FT group.
Gain of gaze is fairly good for both the VPT and FT groups at both ages
in all conditions except the Sinus Large. In this case, the VPT group displays
less gain of gaze. In the other cases, lack of SP is compensated for by
saccades and head movements. In the Sinus Large condition, neither head
nor saccades are significantly affected by group (VPT/FT) but it might be a
lack of both that does not come through as a single cause for the immaturity
in gaze tracking. The kernel densities show, even though the mean does not
differ, that the share of infants at the mode value is less for the VPT group
and these infants seem to be shifted to the lower spectrum. It also illustrates
the fact that the VPT group has a significantly larger variance than the FT
group.
The heterogeneity of the VPT group in Study II also makes it interesting
to look at the distribution of the performance. Even though the distribution
does not convey any statistical outcomes, they do further illustrate the
differences between the groups and give a deepened understanding of the
population. In Study II the kernel density shows that at 2 months the VPT
group is gathered at the lower range of the spectrum, whereas the FT group
is more dispersed in a way that could suggest that the SP development of the
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FT group is starting to develop. At 4 months the density, in accordance with
the regression results, shows that the VPT group is improving. At the higher
range of the performance spectrum some of the VPT infants perform equally
as well as the best FT infants. However, the lower part of the spectrum
shows that some VPT infants are performing worse than any of the FT
infants. In Study III the density of propSP looks similar to those in Study II.
At 4 months however, it seems like the low-risk group does not stay as much
in the lower spectrum
In accordance with the regression analysis, kernel density for the VPT and
FT groups regarding saccades and head gain looks rather similar.
Additionally, the VPT group displays larger timing lags, especially for the
triangular conditions. This further supports the finding that the VPT infants
have problems with abrupt motion changes at the turning points. This type of
motion can only be predicted by its periodicity and not by velocity-based
local extrapolation as is the case sinusoidal movements. Previous studies
have shown that the ability to predict triangular motion emerges later than
the ability to predict sinusoidal motion in full term infants; they lag
triangular motion more than sinusoidal at 2 and 3 months (von Hofsten &
Rosander, 1997). This implicates that it is a more complex task which affects
the performance of the preterm group even more.
In summary, Study II & III show that VPT infants have problems to track
moving objects with SP at 2 and 4 months of age. As Study I indicates
gainSP is a sensitive measure for tracking efficiency in infants as well as in
adults.
A question raised by Study II was whether the difference in SP was due to
the fact that the infants were preterm born or if it was due to some infants
with specific injuries. As Study III shows the delay persists even when
known neonatal complications are excluded which indicates that preterm
birth per se is affecting the ability to track moving objects. Or at least some
aspect of prematurity that is not caught by the methods diagnosing the
LOVIS population at an early age
Motion perception is critical for SP to function (Rosander, et al., 2007;
Zeki, 2004). At this early age, motion is primarily processed through the
subcortical pathway (Wattam-Bell, et al., 2010). A reason for the delay could
be that the development of this pathway is somehow disturbed by the preterm birth. It is possible that lesions in the white matter affecting the visual
pathway are substantially underestimated. Ultrasound is not a reliable tool to
diagnose diffuse lesions (Counsell, et al., 2003; Volpe, 2003). It is therefore
plausible that PVL in the study group is underestimated.
Another possibility is that the development is somehow altered due to the
premature birth. Pre-, peri-, and postnatal factors can affect the immature
prenatal brain. It is not certain, it is not even probable, that all abnormalities
in the brain show up even in a MRI scan. This early negative influence can
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show up as later as growth disorders in the white as well as the grey matter
(Volpe, 2009).
An interesting issue when studying preterm infants is whether the early
extra uterine experience enables them to complete the development on
schedule, if they get a head start by the external stimuli they experience, or if
it delays the development. The previous literature points in various
directions. The cell growth and maturation of the cerebral cortex has been
shown not to differ between preterm and full term infants whereas other
processes such as dendritic arborization and axonal growth are sensitive to
the premature birth (Abraham, et al., 2007), it is however unknown how this
affects different functions. Testing acuity and binocularity in PT infants’
vision has shown no favorable effect of experience (Weinacht, Kind,
Monting, & Gottlob, 1999). Since the reason for premature delivery is not
always known it cannot be resolved if the extra uterine experience causes the
deviance or if the deviance causes the extra uterine experience.
The studies that have shown more mature visual behavior in PT infants
than in FT infants (Hunnius, et al., 2008; Ricci, et al., 2008) do not capture
the specific predictive ability that is tied to SP. Moving stimulus is processed
by the dorsal pathway and it is possible that this pathway is more vulnerable
to preterm birth than the ventral (static stimuli as in Hunnius et al.). This has
been shown previously as orientation vision evoked potentials in PT infants
is less manifest than in a control group at 12 months (Atkinson, et al., 2008).
Motion direction sensitivity has also been found to be smaller at 2 and 4
months of age (Birtles, Braddick, Wattam-Bell, Wilkinson, & Atkinson,
2007).

Reaching
Study IV also taps the ability of the infants to process motion, however in
this case they also have to act on the information. The results show that even
though the VPT group is equally successful in touching the moving object,
their strategies are not as efficient as in the FT group.
The most intriguing finding is that the VPT infants use a bimanual
strategy more often than the FT infants. It seems likely that the VPT infants
use this more robust strategy to maximize stability and reaching range in this
demanding task. Figure 13 illustrates a negative correlation between birth
weight and use of bimanual reaches, where higher birth weight is correlated
with less bimanual reaches. A number of studies on preterm infants have
shown that birth weight is related to a number of developmental delays and
neonatal complications (Anderson & Doyle, 2003; Hack, et al., 2002; Marin
Gabriel, et al., 2009). The urge to use both hands may reflect a general delay
or immaturity of the motor system. It might also be a way of compensating
for contingent problems.
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Figure 13. Percent of bimanual reaches is correlated with birth weight in the
premature group r(44)=-0.303, p<0.05.

The VPT infants seem to be able to predict the trajectory of the moving
object equally well as the FT infants aiming slightly ahead of the upcoming
position. However, they use a less straight reaching path, suggesting less
efficient reaching procedures. Kayed et al. (2009) also showed that one of
five VPT infants tested used less efficient strategies than FT infants.
Fallang et al. (2003) showed that when reaching for stationary objects,
low-risk VPT infants performed better when the infants started to reach. This
would again suggest that the extrauterine experience gives the infants a head
start, at least for stationary objects. This advantage was gone by 6 months.
Fallang et al. further showed that the high risk group was still behind. The
infants in Study IV did not show any such advantage. When dividing the
infants in Study IV according to the low risk group in Study III no difference
in performance was found between the risk groups. The task in Study IV was
more demanding as it required anticipation and planning.
At 2 and 10 months of age the infants’ neuromotor skills were assessed. It
seemed likely that the outcome of that examination would be associated with
the ability to perform reaching movements. No correlation between the
variables was found. But on average infants assessed as deviant at 2 months
performed faster and jerkier movements at 8 months of age. The NME at 2
months focuses on basic motor skills and concentration. Infants assessed as
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deviant at 10 months do not aim their reaches so well. At 10 months the
NME captures more cognitive and coordinative components, skills that are
required in order to anticipate upcoming events. The infants actually aim
further ahead on the target trajectory which could be interpreted as a
compensatory behavior. Earlier studies have shown that infants with minor
brain dysfunction use the same strategy to make up for a less well organized
reaching behavior (Forsström & von Hofsten, 1982).
To catch moving objects, anticipation of the upcoming trajectory and
speed is required. To be able to do this several processes must be working
properly. First of all motion processing must be functioning, that is, the
dorsal stream of vision processing. Furthermore, it is also possible that the
developmental delays are associated with impairments later in the system i.e.
in the pre-motor cortex, motor cortex, the motor pathways or even the limbs.
This would imply that the infants can process the motion information but not
program or execute their movements accordingly. However, previous studies
have shown that PVL is strongly associated to tasks requiring spatial and
visou-spatial abilities (Olsen, et al., 1998; Pavlova, Sokolov, Birbaumer, &
Krageloh-Mann, 2006; Skranes, et al., 1997). Developmental delays in the
visual pathways could result in reduced capacity to interpret the future
motion and in turn the ability to program the reaching movements
efficiently. The ineffective programming and reaching strategies could be a
reflection of injuries to this system. None of the infants participating in
Study IV was diagnosed with PVL with ultrasound. As in Study II & III it is
fair to assume this is an underestimation (Inder, et al., 2003).

Concluding remarks and future directions
Study I supports earlier studies saying that the horizontal component
develops ahead of the vertical. When a second dimension is added, this
influences the vertical component more than the horizontal. We conclude
that different mechanisms seem to underlie vertical and horizontal eye
movements. Furthermore, in an occulo-motor sense, the vertical component
is more vulnerable when the task gets more complex.
Preterm infants’ visuo-motor development is delayed compared to infants
born at term, SP has an average delay of 1.5-2 months. The VPT group
needs to be followed further to see if they are eventually catching up or if
they continue to perform less well. Further analysis of the high-risk group
would also give us insight into what neonatal complications, if any, are
especially prone to give rise to injuries. As a part of the LOVIS project a
MRI scan will be provided to the VPT infants that might reveal diffuse
lesions to the white matter. This follow-up will hopefully give us a better
understanding of what causes the delays in development.
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If this is successful SP could possibly be used as an early diagnostic tool
for brain injury. Since ultrasound has proven to be an insufficient technique
to find non-cystic injuries to the white matter, it would be a great step
forward to find a non-invasive means for early diagnosis. Measuring SP does
not require the machinery that MR scans need. The technique of measuring
eye movement is also progressing and could easily be placed in a clinical
setting. Even if SP will not match specific or diffuse injuries as diagnosed
with MR, long-term follow-up will also be able to see if SP can be a
valuable tool in diagnostics of impaired visual functions, as suggested by
Langaas et al., (1998).
Regarding reaching, the preterm infants are similar to the full term in the
many respects, but they use a less efficient strategy. Even small changes in
the early function can give rise to long-term consequences. As the infants
grow older they will face tasks with higher demands and complexity. The
small deviations shown at an early age could possibly be a predictor of later
visual motor disabilities.
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